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~~ """ ~~ ~ ~ "Ã diffusion-absorption problem (namely, of oxygen in a tissue; see e. g. the book [6] , in particular page 319) leads to consider the following freeboundary problem: PROBLEM 1.1: Find two "smooth" functions x, u, such that:
x : [0, 1 ] -> R is strictly decreasing, with x(l) = 0, (1.1) and, setting O = {(x,0 | 0<x<l,0O<x(x)}, (1.2) it is [Q denoting the closure of Q] :
u : Q -* R; u is strictly positive in Q; (1) (2) (3) see e. g. [1, 2, 3, 7, 8, 9, 13] ; see also [11, 17, 18, 19] for gênerai results about parabolic free-boundary problems and for further références. As pointed out e. g. in [1, 2, 3, 9] , Problem 1.1 can be solved by means of a suitable variational inequality: let R* be the open half-space: where 0 + = 1/2 (9 + | 0 | ); but we will treat more gênerai initial data]. As we will see, if the initial value U o is such that U o eHiÇBL); U 0 (x)^0, VxeR (1.11) [where H 1 (R) is.the usual Sobolev space {veL 2 (R)| v'eL 2 (R) }, and the index c means "with compact support"], then problem (1.8), (1.9) is well posed if we look for a solution U with UeHl' 1^) (1.12) [say, Us H 2yl (R 2 + ) ( 3 ) and supp (Ü) is compact in R^]. Moreover, if [as in (1.10) ] U o (x) = U o (-x) 9 and C/g (je) ^ 1, U' o (x) ^ 0 for x > 0, the solution U satisfies U (-x, t) = U(x 9 t) and U t (x, t) ^0, U x (x 9 t) £0 in the fîrst quadrant Q = { (x, t) \ x > 0, t > 0 }, so that, setting:
Q={(x 9 t)eQ | U(x,t)>0};
we get the solution of Problem 1.1. This theoretical approach was developed in [1] by means of a semi-discretization of a problem like (1.8), (1.9) (actually, in the first quadrant 0; in ( 3 ) We follow the notations of [15, 14] , to which books we refer also for the properties of Sobolev spaces; in particular, U e H 2t l (R^) means that U, U x , U XXJ U t e L 2 (R%).
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the present paper we will study a complete (i. e., both in x and t ) discretization of (1.8), (1.9) , and give convergence theorems both for the family { U htk } approximating U and for the famiiy {£l htk } approximating Q.
The approximate solution U htk willbe constructed by combining with spline functions the values of discrete solutions (discretization in finite différences, h and k being the mesh-sizes in x and t respectively); the main tooi for the estimâtes will be the maximum principle. The order of convergence will depend, in gênerai, on the smoothness of the initial datum U o (x); e. g., for a "gênerai" U o [i. e. satisfying just (1.11)] we will get
Ve>0 (1.14) [the condition k ~ h 1 being however unnecessary for convergence].
Let us point out the interest of estimâtes like (1.14) in solving free boundary problems. In fact, consider, in a domain Z), a séquence of functions { ƒ" } neN converging, in some topology, to a function ƒ In gênerai, no matter of the topology in which ƒ" -•ƒ ( 4 ), we cannot be sure that the set of positivity of/" wilLconvergeLto the .se t of .pasitivitjLof ƒ However, if we know an upper bound for || ƒ" -ƒ || L « (D ), then we can construct an approximation of the set of positivity of/ In fact, let us prove the following theorem: THEOREM Proof: Let n be such that 8 rt ^ z n for n ^ n; when P e Q", n ^ n, we have f(P) >f m (F)-\\f n -f\\ L " (D) =/"(P)-E" > o n -6" ^ 0; 
lim [/"(P)-5"]
n-*oo so that, for any n large enough, it is ƒ" (P) > S", i. e. P e Q".
DISCRETIZATION
Let us now state in a précise form problem (1.8), (1.9), (1.12); to this aim, let us firstly recall that H l (R) consists of continuous functions on R, and H 2 ' 1 (R^.) consists of continuous functions on R^, so that the meaning of relations like (2.2), (2.4), (2.5), (2.8), (2.12) in the sequel will be the classical one. PROBLEM 2.1: Given U 0 (x) with:
we look for a fonction U{x 9 t) such that: Remark that the condition (2.1) is the "natural" one when we look for U satisfying (2.3), (2.4); however, we can expect that, for U o satisfying further properties, e. g. any of the following ones:
U o satisfies (2.8) and 3 a ^ 0 (resp., 3 (3 ^ 0) ) such that U' 0 (x) ^ ~a (resp., U' 0 (x) ^ p) a.e. for xeR + ; j 3X^0 suchthat 1^ = 1 + ^ in ®'(R); " (2.10) [5] ; see also [1] for problems directly posed in the first quadrant Q; for gênerai parabolic inequalities, see the books [10, 14] . Some regularity results like those in Theorem 2 can be found in [12] . Let us point out that our results are of a "constructive" nature, say they can be used in order to prove both the existence theorem for Problem 2.1, and the regularity properties of Theorem 2.2.
It can easily be proved that (2.5), (2.6), (2.7) can be replaced with: and actually Problem 2.1 will be discretized when written in the form (2.16). More precisely, a semi-discretization in t, of mesh-size k, leads to study a family of problems of the type:
given u ^ 0, find U such that :
(for details see [1] , where, by means of such a discretization, we studied a problem like Problem 2.1 in the first quadrant g). A complete (i. e. both in x and r ) discretization requires solving a family of problems of the following type (h denoting the mesh-size with respect to x):
given u == (u|) i6Z) with u t ^ OVz, find : \
where the operator ^4 is defined as follows:
The following section is devoted to the study of problem (2.19).
THE DISCRETE PROBLEM
In the whole of this section, h and k are two fixed positive numbers. l 2 dénotes the space of séquences v = (Vi) ieZ from Z to R, such that ÏEZ we write (u, v) = ^ «,. ü f for the scalar product of w= («,0,e z and ieZ Ü = (Vi) ieZ . We also set:
remark that, with the notation of (2.20), it is: a(u 9 v) = (Au 9 v) 9 Vu, vel 2 .
We write u -< v if u t ^ ÜJ V / e Z; the following obvious "discrete maxynum principle" will be often used:
for any séquence w = (tü/)f GZ with lim sup w* v ^ 0
(in particular Vwel 2 ), the following implication holds :
Let us consider the following problem: PROBLEM 3.1: Given we/ 2 , find Vel 2 such that:
( 5 ) For any r e R, we dénote by r also the séquence (r i ) ieZ defined by r t = rv/eZ. 
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Proof: The bilinear form {u 9 
is a scalar product on l 2 equivalent to the original one; moreover, for any fixed we/ 2 , the functional v -> -1/k (u 9 v) + ]T (t? £ ) + is convex, proper and 1. s. c. on l 2 ; ieZ existence and uniqueness for Problem 3.1 then follow from [16] .
The équivalence between (3.4) and (2.5) is an immédiate conséquence of (3.2) and of the fact that 0 -> if (0) is the subdifferential map of 0 -> 0 + .
Let us dénote by $~h ik u the solution U of Problem 3.1; this defines a map h t k : l 2 ~* ' 2 -A fîrst property of ^h tk is a monotonicity property:
Setting t/= ^" A>fc w, F= ^h >k v, w = Ï7-F, let us assume, by contradiction, that u -< i; and w; -K 0. By using (3.3) we get, for a suitable f e Z, u?j > 0 and (^4 u?)( > 0; from w { > 0, i. e. U t > V i9 we get, with an obvious meaning of symbols, H(U^ -H(V t ) ^ 0; from (3.5) and the similar relation involving v, V, we get:
and this relation gives a contradiction with u^ > 0, (A w) t > 0. From now on we will confine ourselves to the case u >• 0 [see (2.19) ]; in particular [from ^h tk 0 = 0 and Lemma 3.2] it will be U > 0, and we could replace (3.5) with :
VieZ, Ui>0
We will also write U° = (U i}0 ) ieZ instead of u = (w ( .); a nd we define:
for j > 0,
vol. 11 we will prove, by induction on j, that U J -< V for j = 0, 1, .. For | i | ^ S/h, it is obviously U ii0 g K ( ; for | /1 < S/h it is:
so that U° <V. Now, in order to apply the induction argument we firstly remark that, as it follows from easy computations: so that, globally, it is -\/h 2 AV<> 1. From this relation from the induction assumption U j -< F, and from (3.3), a simple argument by absurd gives U j+1 < V Remark 3.2: Lemma 3.3 is the discrete analogue of a resuit of [4] concerning the compactness of the support for solution of (continuous) elliptic variational inequalities. For parabolic inequalities the compactness (both in x and t) of the support has been proved, in the continuous case, in [5] ; the similar discrete result follows from Lemma 3.3 and Lemma 3.4 in the sequel.
Let us assume that 0 ^ U if0 ^ MV ze Z [see (3.9) ; here the compactness of the support of U° is unnecessary]. LEMMA 3.4 :
Proof: First of all we prove that, with the gênerai notations of Problem 3.1, it is
In fact, if M ^ k, we can directly check that U s= 0 satisfies (3.5); and if M > k we can apply (3.3) in order to dérive a contradiction from U -K(M-k) + ; moreover U>0 follows from Lemma 3.2.
From (3.10) we get the lemma in the case M ^ k; in the genera! case, let m be an integer with m ^ M/k; and let us assume, by contradiction* that U m ï 0. From (3.10), and since U m = F h>k U m~\ we get U^1 -<Jt;and, on iterating, U 1 -K (m-\)k, U° <mk\ and this relation contradicts ü° <M S mk.
We will now prove some properties corresponding to the "continuous" statements of Theorem 2.2.
Proof: we obviously need the property just for ff" htk instead of &"£ Vy ^ 0.
Now let us assume that u satisfies (besides u t = M^V/eZ) also u i+1 -u t ^-aA (Ï = 0, 1, ...) for a suitable a ^ 0; defining w = (Wi) ieZ by means of w { = -U t+1 + U t + ^-a h, we claim that w t ^ 0 when i ^ 0. In fact, assume, by contradiction, that P = sup w t > 0; then it would be p = w r for a suitable r ;> 0; and w r > 0 implies that t/ r > Z7 r+1 + a h ^ 0 5 vol. 11, n° 4, 1977 hence that H(U n ) = { 1 }. Then from (3.5) [written for / = r and for i = r + 1] it follows that (Au») r +iu; r 6l h k so that (A w) r < 0, hence that 2 w T < w r _ t +w r+1 . This is clearly absurd if r ^ 1 (in which case, by définition, w r _ 1 +w r+i ^ 2 w r ); if r = 0, it follows that 2w 0 < w_ 1 +w 1 S M>_I+M>O> that is, w 0 < w_ u which implies that o < U x ; but this is absurd since in this case it should be Wo = -Ui + Uo -ah < 0, contrary to the assumption. The remaining part of this lemma can be proved with a similar argument.
Remark 3.3:
A similar result holds if u is "symmetrie with respect to 1/2 instead of "symmetrie with respect to zero"; e. g. [for the sake of simplicity, we confine ourselves to a statement directly related to the biological problem mentioned in the Introduction] we can prove that
From the "practical" point of view, (3.11) can be more usefulthan Lemma 3.5 \see also §.6 in the sequel].
For a given U°, let us define: /:* We can work just for y = 1, say with u, U instead of U°, U 1 . Set w -lfk(U-u) -X{u) 9 and let us assume, by contradiction, that w t > 0 for some i; from (3.3) we would have, for a suitable reZ, w r > 0 and (A w) r > 0; but this is absurde since from w r > 0 we get H(U r ) = { 1 } and then, from (3.5) and the définition of X (u) :
In a similar way [but adding also an induction argument on/] we could also prove that:
for the sake of simplicity, we omit the details of the proof.
ESTIMATES
Let U° = (U it0 ) ieZ be any element of/ 2 which, for some (positive) values of M, S 9 h, satisfies:
VïeZ; l/, 0 = 0 for lil £ -(4.1) and let U j = {U itJ ) ieX be 'defined through (3.7). we want to dérive for { U j }j^0 some estimâtes which may depend on h, k, Af, 5, but not on U°;
with an eye to this aim, we use the convention of denoting with the same letter C any function such that: 
KH* 1 )
Let us remark that, if we define:
•*ez j the relation (4.4) can be rewritten in the form :
and, from well known properties of spline functions:
.h In order to prove the last relation, we remark that rtisZ so that ( 7 ):
h ie and we can conclude by using (4.3). in footnote ( 7 ) Proof: From C/ rs = 0, and by applying twice (4.19), we get:
hen (4.18) gives
We need now a similar estimate for t// )S _i, if s > 0; from U rs = 0, s > 0, and (4.20), it follows that t/^^ ^ k; then from C/ r+lïS ^ [ï +X (£/ 0 )] A 2 (relation that we already checked), and from (4.18) we get:
finally, from this last relation and (4.19) we get Remark 4.1: We could get a similar formula by using [i(U°) instead of X(U°); and another one involving both X(U°) and \i(U°). LEMMA 
4.5: Let (x, t) be any point in R^;from
U huh (x 9 l) > 2 {3+2X(U 0 )} {h 2 +k} it follows that X -l h^2 , t k -ƒ < 1.
U itj >0 for
Proof: In the opposite case, we would have C/ f>s =0 for a suitable pair r, s) with Proof: All properties are classical and very easy to check; let us simply remark that (5.5) can be proved by means of: Let us remark that, as we have just seen, any cluster point U (x, t ) of { ® hk U% }h,k>o must coincide with the (unique) solution of Problem 2.1 ; this obviously implies that the whole family { G hk U% } h ,k>o converges [weakly in H 2 > 1 (R 2 + ) and strongly in C° (RÏ)] to U(x, t); we want now to dérive some estimâtes for || & hk U%-U\\ LO0 (R 2 )# To this aim, let us recall some results on the Cauchy-Dirichlet problem for the heat équation in a family of spaces of Sobolev type (see e. g. [15] , also for notations); let us consider a rectangle with L, T given positive numbers; for 0 G [0,1] we dénote by H 2e > B (R) the space L 2 (0, T; H 2Q (-L, L)) n H Q (0, T; L 2 (-L, L)); and by i/" 26 -" e (i?) the space L 2 (0, T\ H~2 Q (-Z, L))+H~Q (0, 7 1 ; L 2 (-L, L)) [remark that H~2 Q >-Q (R) = (i/ 29 > 0 (7?))', where, as usual, the subscript o addedto the symbol of a function space dénotes the closure of C^-compactly supported functions]. With these notations, it is (see e. g. [15] ). THEOREM 5.1: Let 0 be given with 3/4 < 0 < 1. For any { F, G } such that:
;tz.sto a unique V such that:
in Remark 5.1: Let us recall that: 3 (5.14) so that the meaning of boundary conditions in (5.13 ) is the classical one. Remark 5.2: In Theorem 5.1, as well as in (5.14) , there is a continuous dependence ; in particular, with a constant C depending only on 0, L, T, it is : (5.15) We wili appiy these resuits on choosing L, T such that, for h sufficiently small, ®h,k U?> * s supported in R ( 9 ) [then also U(x 9 t) will be supported in R]; with the notations in (4.8), we will choose in (5.12): F _ & (D "(2) , r(2) * ghk~8k+J hk and we will dénote by v hik the corresponding solution V of (5.13). LEMMA 
5.2:
The following estimate holds:
where C 9 may depend on U o (x), h, k, but remains bounded for h, &->0 + . Proof: We want to apply (5.14) ; by means of the interpolation inequality (see [15] again): 
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and by using (4.9), (4.11), (5.5), we get:
and, in a similar way, by using (4.10) instead of (4.11): so that, withthechoice(5.16) of F, the norm || F || H2 e-2,e-i w can be estimated by the right hand member of (5.17) .
From (4.15), (4.17), (5.5), (5.6) , still via interpolation inequalities, we get for G given in (5.16) , so that we can conclude by using (5.15 ). we must have in ra:
so that we can apply Lemma 4.5 and, by using the définition ofv htk , we get:
In particular, $ xx -8 t ^ 0 in GO; and (by continuity) 8 = 0 on 8co n R; moreover, on the parabolic boundary of R it is obviously 5^0; the maximum principle then implies that co = 0, i. e. (5.18) .
In a similar way, setting now 8= U+v h^k -\\ v hik \\ L00(R) -O h>k U%, and co = { (x, t) e R | ô [x, t) > 0 }, in co it is U (JC, t) >0, so that U xx -U t = 1 5 and then 5^ -5, = 0 in co; still via the maximum principle we get co = 0. and we need now an estimate on k (U%). LEMMA Proof: Let us firstly remark that, starting from ü 0 (x) = 1/2 x 2 , formula (5.3) gives a {U°} such that (AUfo s -1 V ie Z, VA>0; so that, by substraction of 1/2 (1 +X) x 2 , we can start from U 0 (x) which is a concave function, and we need to show that (A U%) t ^ OV/eZ, V h > 0. Now we have, V/i > 0, VieZ: because of the concavity of t/ 0 (x). Remark 6.1: In a similar way, we could prove that, if t/ 0 satisfies (2.11), it is (i (U%) ^ |i [the same |i]; the proof will be omitted.
It is now clear that for a "smooth" U o (x) we can improve the convergence of Q hk £/£ to U(x, y)\ let us prove, e. g., the following theorem: THEOREM Proof: The first part of the thorem follows from (4.14), Lemma 3.6, (3.15), Lemma 6.1 and Rem. 6.1; in order to prove (6.1) it is sufficient to study probiern (5.13) in spaces like W 2Q > 9 P(R 2 + ) ( 13 ) instead of H 2Q > e (R 2 + ); we can go up to 0 > 3/(2 /?). ( 14 ), but/? can be choosen as large as we want, so that we can choose 0 = e. Remark 6.2: The existence theorem in W 2 " 1 *™ for inequalities with U o e W 2 > oe is contained in [12] . Starting with U o in intermediate spaces between W 2 > °° (R) and H 1 (R), we could get estimâtes which are intermediate between (6.1) and (5.21); however the meaning of such estimâtes is not obvious because of the terme h~3 /2 k which appears in (5.21); see Remark 6.3 in the sequel.
We can also use Lemma 6.1 in order to avoid the assumption k -o (h 3/2 ) {see footnote ( 10 ) 
Ve>0. (6.3) Remark 6.3: As already seen, problems like (5.13) can be studied in many types of spaces; and for the solution v hjk corresponding to the choice (5.16) of F, G, we could state the estimate: in particular, for the most interesting biological problem:
[(l -lx |) + l 2 ) on choosing U 0 (x) = -!-' J ( ), it is f 2 (6.4)
A final remark is concerned with the choice of { U% } h>0 given by (5.3) . It is quite obvious that, with different choices, the convergence results still hold if we have similar estimâtes for 0^ U%-U o ; e. g. we could define 11% by means of: Remark that, with the choice (6.5), we will have:
if U 0 (x) = t/ 0 ( -x), then U® defined through (6.5) satisfies j and Q hyk will converge from the interior to Q [see Th. 1.1] for any choice of C in (6.16). Remark 6.5: If we are interested just to an approximation of Q, and we need not a "regular" approximation of u (x, t) ,we can avoid the construction of ®£ k W% and use just the values of W itj ; see Remark 5.3.
